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Remember, strengthening delays swarming and builds colony strength whereas splitting 
does the swarming for your hive (It is a controlled swarm)! This is a synopsis, short and 
sweet, and cannot cover all the various varieties occurring in the many hives.  
 
Are you panicked about:  "doing the splits".  At this time of the year there are always lots 
of calls and emails about what to do and folks who want help... Here are some tips from 
some of your experts about making a split (which is not the same as making nucs). 
 
Here are the determining factors you should be looking at, evaluate and considering: 
 

- Population: dense or sparse 
- Honey.. sealed, unsealed where located 
- Nectar: color of comb; new comb is white and indicates nectar flow 
- Pollen, where located, how much 
- Sealed brood, how many frames (should have between 7-8 frames of 
 mixed brood; where located, continuous or scattered 
- Unsealed brood, where placed, continuous or scattered;  
- focus on eggs and larvae… how much… continuous or scattered; are 
 there eggs and larvae on two different frames 
- Are there Queen cells, sealed and unsealed, where placed (swarm or 
 supercedure); how many 
- Mature drones walking around 
- Drone: lots of sealed, adults flying.  
- Is there enough space for them to grow: Space, space, space? Space for 
returning foragers, space for more larvae/ brood both young and eggs, space for 
drones, space for nectar and space for young workers to put their wax 

 
 Two definite critical indicators of preparations for a swarm:  look for these two 
critical indicators…. More than anything else!(as per Serge): 
1. If you find sealed queen cells in the swarm position: Split immediately (swarm 
position means near the bottoms of the frames as opposed to the middle of the comb or 
the center of the frame which indicates supercedure queens or replacing the queen 
because she is deemed too old, not productive, low pheromones); Note if a possible 
swarm has already happened. 
2. Over all condition of the brood is a critical indicator as well: Are the areas of open 
brood (eggs and open larvae) large and continuous, or is the open brood scattered? 
What this means is: a good laying continuous pattern means the queen is really laying 
and wants to build up the population.... a sparse scattered laying (egg/ larvae) pattern 
means that the workers are saying "Enough already! We are putting you on a diet and 
we are going to get you ready for swarm. So save your eggs for the new hive! No more 
egg laying" All of this is dependent on all the other factors as listed above! 
 
 
 



What to do to strengthen: 
    
1.  Add cluster space below the entire hive. The foragers need room when they come 
back to the hive or they may say "It's too crowed for us, we better trigger a swarm 
tomorrow!"  so put an extra box with frames but no foundation under the bottom box for 
them…(same number of frames and follower boards as above; probably at this time of 
year 8 frames and 2 follower boards) 
    
2.   Put empty frames, no comb, no foundation, smack dab in the middle of the brood 
chambers... If the brood chamber is spread between two boxes … put one in each box. 
If you already have 8 frames (and 2 follower boards) take one frame from outside and 
move it up thus creating room in the middle for new frame.  
 
3.  Add empty frames to the sides if possible for that drone brood that the queen feels 
like she has to lay in the Spring.  I have 8 frames and 2 follower boards in every box … 
Drone larvae like to be cooler than worker larvae so will usually be located on the 
outside of the cluster space. 
 
4.  Add another box on top but pull some of the frames with almost sealed honey into 
the new box. and put some empty frames into the box that was full of unsealed honey. 
This is a good time to asses if there is surplus honey to harvest. 
 
5.  Donʼt isolate any brood off by itself for instance leaving it off to the outside end of a 
box or by itself above the major brood cluster. It could result in chilled brood … they 
need their sisters to feed them and keep them warm … 
 
What to do to Split: 
1 Make sure you have everything that you will need in terms of the boxes, the frames, 
the covers, etc etc… You need to make a whole new hive! 
2. Make sure that what you pull from the mother hive includes the necessary 
components and what you leave behind has the necessary components! Both hives 
need the following components:  
- food, nectar and pollen (sealed honey is not as good as nectar!) 
- brood, sealed and unsealed, at least 3-4 frames (leave behind the same number) 
- eggs and young larvae  
- the queen cell (if you found one) or the queen (if you found her); Preferably put the 
queen in the split with a frame of drawn comb on the side of the brood chamber. 
- NURSE bees… this is critical as those young workers keep the cluster warm, feed the 
brood. They usually are the bees on the brood. When you shake more in, they will drop 
into the hive where as  the foragers will usually fly up.  Plus if you donʼt take enough of 
the young workers to the new hive, the mother hive may still want to swarm because of 
the dense population in the mother hive! 
3. Make sure you leave behind all of the above including eggs or a queen cell if you 
moved the queen over to the new hive. If you find the queen, move her over…. But if 
you cannot find her, make sure you have eggs/young larvae in both boxes! 
 
 
OK … IF you can take all those factors into consideration and make your decision, you 
are brilliant and should play chess or try to outsmart the stock market! Seriously, that is 



a lot of information to assimilate, evaluate and come to the RIGHT decision… So 
remember, there is not always a right decision but it is better to err on the side of 
splitting a little too soon than having the hive swarm.   
 


